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westhook has been actively acquiring private companies for more than 30 years. westhook closed its
eighth consecutive year of private equity fund investments in 2019, with several companies acquired
in 2019, including: hanes brands (hanes), which was acquired by westhook in october 2019, and has

since implemented a new business unit, specialized in premium athletic performance apparel; cn&n, a
distributor of cutting tools; and sanofi, which has a strong global presence in the specialty

pharmaceuticals business. westhook has also acquired several companies as part of the ongoing
expansion of its global strategic sales force to increase market share and increase revenues. in

addition, westhook has been active in the branded consumer products sector, including the recent
acquisition of the international institute of logistics and transport (iilt) in november 2019 and the

acquisition of the e-cigarette manufacturer juul labs in july 2019. westhook has also invested in the
food service and hospitality, industrial manufacturing, logistics and distribution, and specialty products
and services sectors. westhook is seeking acquisition opportunities that have the potential to generate

significant value for the portfolio company, and is open to considering both leveraged and non-
leveraged transactions. westhook has developed a specific process to identify and evaluate potential
acquisition targets. westhook performs the following steps to identify and assess potential acquisition
targets: westhook assesses the top-line, margin, and cash flow prospects of each potential acquisition
target and compares them to westhooks. westhook uses a systematic, data-driven approach, including

both qualitative and quantitative analyses to evaluate potential targets. westhook has developed a
proprietary set of metrics to measure the commercial potential of potential targets. westhook also

assesses the ability of each potential target to meet each of westhooks strategic priorities, including
building and expanding market share, profitably growing market share, using leverage to grow profits,
and creating value. westhook also considers how a target is positioned in the marketplace and if the

company can leverage westhooks knowledge of the business.
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westhook uses the data gathered through the previous step to develop a valuation model. westhook
also spends the time necessary to fully understand the target and the business, including visiting the
target and talking to management. westhook uses a three-step process to evaluate potential targets:
westhook identifies potential acquisition targets that might be attractive to westhook, but also might

be attractive to third parties that westhook would be interested in partnering with. westhooks due
diligence team reviews the potential acquisition targets to ensure that they are good acquisition

candidates. westhook completes a detailed valuation model, building upon and enhancing a valuation
model developed and refined in-house. westhook uses a consistent set of valuation metrics, including
traditional and non-traditional metrics and qualitative judgments. westhook also uses interviews with
management and third-party research to build a more complete and accurate picture of the target.

westhook also takes advantage of the company's relationship with management to obtain additional
information about the target's operations and performance. westhook completes its due diligence

process by determining if it would be interested in partnering with the third party, or in a standalone
acquisition. westhook and the third party will then negotiate the terms of an acquisition. denver
westhook capital (westhook) announced today that it has completed the acquisition of a portfolio

company, metco landscape (metco), a leading provider of commercial landscape services in colorado.
under the terms of the transaction, westhook and metco will continue to operate as separate

businesses, with metco retaining its name, assets, and personnel. westhook and metco also announced
today that westhook has made a private investment in santa rita landscaping (santa rita), a leading

provider of commercial landscaping services in tucson, arizona. 5ec8ef588b
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